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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) generally consist
of thousands of sensor nodes, each one supplied by a battery
or harvested energy. To prolong the lifetime of wireless sensor
networks, wake-up receivers (WuRxs) are typically employed.
WuRxs can selectively activate sensor nodes, by decoding a
signal called wake-up call (WuC). Therefore they optimize the
power management of WSNs, by allowing communication when
requested. In this article an ultra-low power implementation of
a sequential WuRx concept is proposed. The WuRx is composed
of AND gates, switches and monostable circuits. The monostable
circuit is implemented through a transistor which generates a
pulse according to a simple RC network and a switch. The
proposed WuRx decodes the WuC signal by comparing the
duty cycle of the received signal with the output signals of
the monostable circuits. The ultra-low power implementation is
validated at simulation level. The WuRx consumes 32.8nW when
decoding a 3-bit wake-up call signal, and 153nW when decoding
11 bits.

Index Terms—CMOS, low power, monostable, sensor node,
wake-up receiver, wireless sensor network

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet-of-Things paradigm is mainly enabled by
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which consist of groups
of sensors with processing and communication capabilities,
called sensor nodes (Fig.1(a)) [1], [2]. The network size ranges
from few units up to thousands, depending on the application.
WSNs are extremely versatile in terms of applications, since
they are employed in agriculture, smart buildings, animal
and vehicle tracking, security, surveillance, health care and
many other application areas [3]. From an architecture point
of view, a sensor node is generally composed of four units,
i.e. wireless communication, sensing, processing and power
management units, as shown in Fig.1(b) [4]. The wireless
communication unit is in charge of transmitting and receiv-
ing data and/or power. The sensing unit acquires data from
the environment. The acquired data are then elaborated by
the processing unit, which usually is a microcontroller. All
these blocks are typically supplied by a power management
unit, which can be a simple battery or a more complex
circuit based on energy harvesting [5]. Generally the most
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Fig. 1. (a) Wireless sensor network. (b) Typical sensor node architecture. (c)
Integration of wake-up receivers (WuRxs). The arrow between the WuRx and
the power management unit is dashed because in some architectures WuRxs
are powered by the communication unit.

power consuming unit is the processing one, which therefore
represents the bottleneck of the sensor node architecture.
Therefore the power management unit is critically important,
since it determines the network lifetime by managing the
supplied power [6]. Researchers proposed different solutions
for improving the network lifetime such as: topology con-
trol, power management optimization, data reduction, energy-
efficient acquisition, mobile-sink, mobile-relay, routing, data
gathering and network coding [7]–[11]. At hardware level a
typical power-efficient approach consists into implementing
wake-up receivers (WuRxs). WuRxs can selectively activate
a sensor node when a well defined signal, the wake-up call
(WuC) signal, is decoded [12]–[14]. They therefore allow
activation of sensor nodes on demand. From an architectureXXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/$XX.00 ©2022 IEEE



point of view, they enable the link between the processing and
power management units, i.e. when the correct WuC signal
is detected, they wake up the processing unit, which sends
the elaborated data to the communication unit, as shown in
Fig.1(c). In the latter figure the WuRx is supplied by the power
management unit. But depending on the architecture, WuRxs
can also be powered by the WuC signal too. The WuC can be
based on radio, optical and acoustic signals depending on the
medium of transmission. In our previous work, we proposed
an ultra-low power WuRx based on a NOR-based monostable
multivibrator topology for acoustic applications [15]. In this
article we report a simpler and less power consuming monos-
table circuit, composed of only two transistors, two resistors
and a capacitor. Instead the monostable in [15] is composed
of six transistors, one capacitor and one resistor. The proposed
circuit is verified by simulations, by considering an acoustic
WuC signal with carrier frequency of 40kHz. The WuRx
consumes 32.8nW when detecting the WuC signal 101, where
each level has a duration of 1.5ms. For such a code, the WuRx
requires 22 transistors. We also evaluated the average power
consumption for more complex WuC signals. The average
power consumption and the number of implemented transistors
linearly increase with the number of bits in the WuC signal.
When considering 11 bits, the WuRx consumes 153nW and
it requires 94 transistors. The proposed circuit is described in
Section II. The simulations results are reported in Section III,
and in the same section the proposed WuRx is compared with
other WuRxs in the literature. The conclusions are in Section
IV.

II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The proposed WuRx decodes the WuC signal by measuring
its duty cycle. The WuC signal consists of a series of bursts.
We associate the high logic value 1 to the presence of the
burst, and the low logic value 0 to the absence of the burst. To
explain the WuRx operation it is assumed that the WuC signal
is 101, which is the simplest code that can be decoded. The
block diagram associated to this example is shown in Fig.2(a).
In real application scenarios, the sensor node are placed far
away from each other. This implies that the communication
unit can be unable to manage the amplitude of the received
bursts. Thus a Step-Up block is considered. After passively
amplifying the received burst (SRX ), the signal goes into
the block Rectification. The latter generates the signal SR

which has a duration equal to that of the received burst. The
first received burst triggers Monostable 1, which in response
generates the pulse Sm1

. The monostable is designed so that
its output duration is equal at least to the burst period. To
decode the second value in the WuC signal (i.e. the 0 in
101), the AND operation is performed between the inverted
rectified signal and the first monostable output. This closes
Switch 1, which connects the rectified signal with the second
monostable. To detect the last value of the WuC signal (i.e.
the last 1 in 101), the AND operation between the rectified
signal and the output of Monostable 2 is performed. The final
output is the interrupt signal, which wakes up the sensor node
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Fig. 2. (a) WuRx block diagram and example of waveforms when assuming
that the WuC signal is 101. (b) Associated WuRx circuit implementation.



by connecting the processing unit to the power management
one. The proposed architecture is modular, i.e. a longer WuC
signal can be decoded by cascading other monostables, AND
gates and switches. For an N -value WuRx, N − 2 switches
and N − 1 monostables and AND gates are necessary. The
process through which the WuC signal is decoded is se-
quential, so if a wrong bit is detected the successive stages
are not activated. The circuit associated to this example is
shown in Fig.2(b). The passive amplification and rectification
is performed through a loaded voltage doubler. A CMOS
buffer is used to smooth the received voltage, and to generate
the inverted rectified voltage. The AND gate is an inverted
NAND. The switch circuit also avoids floating gate at the
input of the monostables. As reported in the introduction,
this WuRx concept has been proposed in our previous work
[15]. The novelty of this work is the simplification of the
monostable circuit. Instead of using a NOR-based monostable
multivibrator (6 transistors, 1 capacitor, 1 resistor) [16], we
use a simpler circuit composed of 2 transistors, 1 capacitor
and 2 resistors. This monostable works as it follows: once
VR reaches the first monostable circuit, the capacitor Cm1 is
discharged and transistor M1 is switched off. As soon as VR

goes down, Cm1
gets charged with a time given by Cm1

×Rm1
.

Once the threshold voltage of M1 is reached, Vm1
goes low.

Therefore it works as a simple timer, triggered by the received
voltage. The same reasoning applies for the others monostable
circuits, which are enabled through the switches.

III. SIMULATIONS RESULTS

The proposed circuit implementation is validated at sim-
ulation level, by considering a TSMC-180nm CMOS pro-
cess. An acoustic WuC signal is considered, with frequency
f = 40kHz. The duration of the high and low logic values
influences the design of the step-up and rectification circuits
as well as the time constant of the monostables. The minimum
duration of a logic value has be greater than the period
of the input signal, i.e. T = 25µs, for a correct rectifier
operation. In our previous work we fixed the duration of the
logic value to 1.5ms. Clearly a shorter or longer duration can
be considered, since the time constant of the monostables
is a design variable. In order to make a comparison with
the previously proposed NOR-based monostable multivibrator,
we fixed the the duration of the logic values to 1.5ms,
and the burst period to 3ms. Initially the WuC signal 101
is considered. The parameters used for the simulations are
shown in Table I. The supply voltage is 1.2V . The rectifier
is designed so that its time constant is fast enough to be
aligned with the associated burst. The monostable is designed
so that its output signal is high during the comparison with
the voltages VR and V R. The transistors are sized to minimize
the power consumption. Resistors with very high resistance
(100MΩ) are used for minimizing the average current and so
the power consumption. Clearly these resistors are not feasible
for Integrated Circuits, but they can be eventually mounted
off-chip. In Fig.3(a) the voltage VRX is shown. It consists of
three burst with frequency 40kHz and amplitude 300mV . As

previously described, the burst duration is 1.5ms, and the burst
period is 3ms. The voltage V ′

R is the voltage across the resistor
in the rectifier in Fig.2(b). This voltage has to be higher than
the threshold voltage of the CMOS buffer. Thus the voltage
after the buffer, i.e. VR, ranges from zero volts to VDD as
required. As can be observed VR is aligned with VRX and so
with the WuC signal. In Fig.3(b) the output voltage of the first
monostable (Vm1 ) is shown. As can be observed, once VR goes
low, Vm,1 slowly goes low too. But around 3ms the output
of the first monostable goes high again, since the capacitor
Cm1

gets discharged by the last 1 in the WuC signal. This
phenomenon does not affect the decoding mechanism, since
the logic gate compares V R with Vm1

during the time window
[1.5ms−3.5ms]. As expected, Vsw1 closes Switch 1, resulting
in the triggering of the second monostable. The latter generates
Vm2

, which is then compared with VR to produces Vint, as
shown in Fig.3(c).

A. Power Consumption

When decoding the WuC signal 101, the simulated 3-
value WuRx consumes 27.3nA at which corresponds an
average power consumption of 32.8nW . Clearly the power
consumption is a function of the WuC signal complexity. In
order to characterize the power consumption as a function of
the number of decoded bits, different simulations have been
performed. In particular, we considered five different N -value
WuRxs, with N ranging from 3 up to 11, with steps of 2.
This means that the less complex considered WuC signal is
101, decoded by a WuRx with 2 monostables and AND gates
and 1 switch; while the more complex one is 10101010101,
decoded by a WuRx with 10 monostables and AND gates and
9 switches. The average power consumption as a function of
the decoded bits is shown in Fig.4(a). As can be observed,
the power consumption linearly increases with the number
of bits. When 3 bits are considered, the power consumption
is 32.8nW , while when 11 bits are considered, the power
consumption is 153nW . Each stage introduces about 15nW
to the power consumption. In our previous work the computed
average power consumption when decoding a 4-value WuC
was about 800nW , while the new implementation consumes
about 47nW when decoding a WuC signal with the same
complexity. Therefore the proposed monostable implementa-
tion is about 17 times more efficient than the NOR-based one.
Regarding the number of required transistors, a 3-value WuRx
needs 22 transistors, i.e. 9 per decoded bit, plus 4 transistors

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS

Supply Voltage VDD 1.2V
Transformer Lp 4µH

Ls 400µH
Rectifier C 200nF

R 300Ω
Monostable Cm 51pF

Rm 100MΩ
Rd 100MΩ
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Fig. 3. Simulations results when the WuRx decodes the WuC signal 101: (a)
VRX , V ′

R and VR. (b) Vm1 and Vsw1 . (c) Vm2 and Vint.

in the CMOS buffer. As previously explained, the first bit is
used to trigger the system. For a 5-value WuRx the number
of required transistors will be 40. For a 11-value WuRx 94
transistors are required. As can be observed in Fig.4(b), the
number of transistors linearly increases with the number of
bits. We compared the performance of the proposed WuRx
with prior art in Table II. We considered WuRxs working in
the same frequency range of the implemented one. As can
be observed the proposed WuRx is ultra-low power, although
it is not the less power consuming since the work in [17]
consumes 8nW . In the latter work the supply voltage is 0.3V ,
i.e. four times the one used in this work. By reducing the
supply voltage in our circuit to 0.6V , increasing the amplitude
of the transmitted voltage to 400mV and increasing Rm to
200MΩ, the power consumption of our architecture lowers
to 7.2nW . Clearly a fabricated WuRx would require a more
precise design, due to leakages and parasitics.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we proposed an ultra-low power monostable-
based wake-up receiver for wireless sensor networks. The
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Pactive finput Vdd Work
32.8nW 40kHz 1.2V This
8.1µW 85kHz 3.3V [18]
420µW 20kHz 3V [19]
14µW 40kHz 2V [20]
4µW 43kHz 0.6V [21]
8nW 57kHz 0.5V [17]
1µW 41kHz 0.3V [22]

implemented circuit uses a simple timer for wake-up call
decoding. It consumes 32.8nW when decoding 3 bits, and
153nW when decoding 11 bits at VDD = 3.3V . The power
consumption lowers to 7.2nW when the supply voltage is
scaled down to 2V . Future work will focus on ASIC inte-
gration and circuit optimization.
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